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Is singapore math good for dyslexics

Most students’ struggles with higher-order math can be traced to gaps in knowledge of basic math facts. Scholastic Education developed Fastt math to help students close these gaps by developing math fluency through technology.What Is Fastt Math and Who Is It For?Technology motivates students. Fastt Math creators had this motivation in mind
when developing the mathematics intervention software. Fastt Math utilizes the Fluency and Automaticity Through Systematic Teaching with Technology systems. Rationale for the program is based on the idea that humans are limited in how much information they can retain to solve problems. For mathematics, this implies that to be successful in
higher-order math, students have to be able to retrieve basic math facts accurately and fluently, that is “automatically with understanding,” according to Scholastic Foundation Research.How It WorksStudents in participating schools are assigned a Fastt Math account in second grade. Teachers may also identify students in subsequent grades who
could benefit from the program. Participating students are assigned a username and password with which they can gain access to the program from school or home on a 24/7 basis. The lessons are divided into three groups: Fast facts are facts that the students have mastered, meaning it takes students an average of 1.25 seconds to answer
accurately. Focus facts are facts that students are working on mastering. Study facts are facts that students will work on the next day.A review page allows students to “preview” the focus facts for the day’s lesson. A typical lesson takes 10-15 minutes. Upon completing a lesson, students can choose from several timed games designed to review both
Fast Facts and Focus Facts. Teachers track student progress and generate reports by the using the Scholastic Achievement Manager.Meeting the Common Core StandardsIn 2009, a task force led by then Arizona governor, Janet Napolitano, helped launch the Common Core State Standards, or Common Core. It outlines the skills and knowledge public
school students must acquire for each grade level. The standards set by Common Core called for students to be fast and accurate in all four (mathematical) operations in order to succeed in higher-order math.Fastt Math Next GenerationTo help students meet Common Core Standards, Scholastic introduced Fastt Math Next Generation in 2012. New
educator dashboards allow teachers to track progress towards Common Core goals. Games, such as STRETCH-To-Go are specifically designed to target Common Core standards, according to Scholastic Media News Room.Proven EffectiveFastt Math gets results. Validated over several years with hundreds of students, results show that by using the
technology “for 10 minutes a day most math-delayed students can develop fluency,” reports Scholastic Research. An experiment involving students using Fastt Math versus two other groups receiving traditional instruction, found students using the technology achieved an average of 12-19 more facts than groups not using the technology. The
technology also seems to help with retention. Students in the Fastt Math group were tested again after four months and only lost six facts.A Fastt Math evaluation conducted by EMU students seems to support Scholastic’s results. Middle schoolers were tested and randomly placed in either an intervention group using Fastt Math or a control group
receiving traditional instruction. After four weeks, students were tested again. Students at all levels showed improvement. Sixth graders showed the biggest improvement, with the intervention group mastering an average of 24.35 math facts versus the 7.46 facts mastered by the control group. Based on the results, evaluators recommended the
program to continue. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Welcome back to our series on how to find the best homeschool curriculum for your students with dyslexia. So far we’ve covered the ways that dyslexics learn, Reading Curricula that work, Writing Curricula that work, and Spelling Curricula that work. To read this series from the
beginning, click here. I hope you are feeling encouraged that with the right resources and methods, you can eliminate or lessen many of the daily struggles your kids are having to learn. There is great FREEDOM and FLEXIBILITY in homeschooling which is WHY homeschooling kids with dyslexia is such a great option. How to Teach Math to Students
With Dyslexia Like with teaching a dyslexic student to read, any math program that you use, needs to be multi-sensory with lots of review. What works for one family may not work for all families. Have you been thinking over the past week about what curricula you have been using and noticing areas that you can change? To better understand the
difficulties that dyslexic kids can have with math, I recommend reading the following posts on the subject: The struggles that dyslexic kids have with math is also referred to as Dyscalculia. Read this post to better understand the signs of dyscalculia and ways to help you child. More tips and tricks for teaching math. Recommended Resources for
Teaching Math to Kids With Dyslexia The programs listed below are all programs with positive reviews from families with dyslexic kids. Great site with ideas for making your own math manipulatives – Math Cat. Free math (and other subjects) printables – Sparklebox. Reflex Math (this link is to Homeschool Buyers Coop where there is a terrific
discount right now.) Reflex math is a computer program for practicing math facts that is fun and motivating. Times Tales Teaches math facts by creating silly (and memorable) stories with the numbers as the characters. Downloadable or DVD based video options available. Our kids love this program! City Creek Addition and Multiplication facts
memory aid in the form of over-sized flash cards with humorous stories and images to aid with memory. Math It Hands-on teaching tool that teaches strategies for figuring out math facts. Sing ‘n Learn Web site full of audio resources for use in all subjects. Homeschool Math Curriculum Right Start Math A math program using an abacus. Many
parents of dyslexics have found success with this program that works by level rather than grade so that your kids can start at there current level and work there way through all material at their own pace. Jump Math Based of research and designed for use in the schools, many parents of dyslexics have success with this program. Math U See Handson and multi-sensory, this program was designed for homeschoolers and is one that we have used for over 15 years with great success. Teaching Textbooks Teaching Textbooks is a computer-based program that begins in the 3rd grade. Lectures are presented with practice problems. Answers are entered by the student right into the lesson and
corrected immediately. If the student misses the problem twice, he or she can opt to watch the solution. This program has been very helpful in our late family homeschool, freeing up much of mom’s time spent teaching. Read my complete review of Teaching Textbooks, here. Life of Fred Teaches kids to think mathematically using the story of a bay,
named Fred, who experiences the need for math in his daily wanderings. Funny and anything but boring, this helps many kids to begin to actually enjoy math. Helpful Web Sites for Help With Math Dianne Craft Dianne Craft has lots of ideas and suggestions for teaching right-brain learners. Chris Woodin – Landmark School Chris Woodin has a lot of
hands on ideas for understanding math concepts. Lots of information on math and the right brain learner. Donna Young Lots of free, printable math sheets. Kahn Academy Millions, yes millions, of educational videos on every subject from Math and Science to Computer Science and Test Prep. Excellent resource for when kids don’t get it. Anything
with LOTS of review! If your kids are crazy about the iPad like mine, try one of this highly rated math apps: Motion Math How about you? What methods or curricula have you used with success in your homeschool? Take a Class If you are looking to get educated about dyslexia and how to educate, encourage and empower your kids with dyslexia, you
have come to the right place. For more information on getting started homeschooling your child with dyslexia, consider downloading my free ebook, Homeschooling With Dyslexia 101, that covers things like understanding learning styles and teaching methods, how to create a positive learning environment and schedule, or how to set goals and get it
all done. Connect With Us! This site was created to be a place for families who chose to homeschool their dyslexic kids to share there successes and failures and to offer encouragement to one another. Please consider dropping by the Homeschooling With Dyslexia Facebook Page and being a part of our community! Never Miss a Post! Related Full
Singapore Math review, with everything you need to know to decide whether Singapore Math is right for your homeschool. Includes FAQ, advice on which edition to use, kindergarten options, and more. Why Singapore Math? Singapore is less than half as large as Rhode Island, with fewer people than Wisconsin. So why use math books from this teeny
foreign country? Because kids from Singapore have incredible math skills! People started to talk about Singapore’s math success in 1995, when Singaporean children wowed the world with their first-place score on an international math test. This inspired a husband-wife team to bring the Singapore Math textbooks to the United States so that
American children could benefit from them as well. Now, the original Primary Mathematics series and its spin-offs are used in classrooms and homeschools around the world. Singapore Math is one of my top recommendations for homeschool math curriculum–but that doesn’t mean it’s right for every child or parent. Read on for a full review, FAQ, and
buying guide to learn more about this world-class homeschool math curriculum and whether it’s a good fit for your family. (Psst…already using Singapore Math? Click here to download your printable guide to using Singapore Math.) Note that this review is for Singapore’s Primary Mathematics series. If you’d like to learn more about their newest
program, Dimensions Math, click here for a full Dimensions Math review. Dimensions Math is a comprehensive math curriculum for children from PreK through 8th grade. Written by American educators with many years of experience teaching Singapore-style math, the books aim to be more familiar and accessible to American parents and teachers.
The Big Picture Singapore Math presents each math concept in three stages. Stage 1: Hands-on objects Stage 2: Pictures Stage 3: Written symbols Singapore Math calls this the Concrete > Pictorial > Abstract approach. Take finding the area of a rectangle as an example. Three stages for understanding area of a rectangle First, children create
physical, concrete rectangles out of tiles or paper squares. Then, they draw rectangles and look at pictures in the textbook. Last, they learn the abstract formula length x width = area and use it to solve problems without manipulatives or visuals. Singapore Math also focuses on teaching math in a logical order. The textbooks develop every concept
purposefully and step-by-step so that children gradually develop solid conceptual understanding. They learn not just how to do math, but also why what they’re doing works. Singapore Math is a mastery curriculum, with each unit devoted to one specific topic. Review problems are included at the end of each unit. Mental Math and Word Problems
Singapore Math provides children lots of practice with basic pencil-and-paper computations, but the program also focuses on developing kids’ mental math and word problem skills. Mental math is more than just solving problems mentally. It also helps kids build strong number sense and deep understanding of the properties of numbers, so it’s an
important part of the program. Parents sometimes find the mental math instruction in Singapore Math intimidating. But if you’re willing to read through the explanations in the Home Instructor’s Guides, I bet you’ll be pleasantly surprised to see how well you’re able to understand it. Singapore Math uses the same three stages of teaching to help kids
learn each mental math strategy, so kids (and parents!) can become comfortable with mental math strategies and use them with ease. Singapore Math also uses hands-on materials and pictures to help children tackle an often-difficult part of elementary math: word problems. The program presents a greater variety of word problems than most other
elementary math programs and teaches kids to apply their math skills to a wide variety of situations. Once children reach the third- and fourth-grade level books, they learn to draw bar models to represent and solve word problems. These models help prepare them for algebra and think about the structure of problems beyond the surface level. What’s
the Parent’s Role in Teaching Singapore Math? Singapore Math has three essential books for each semester: Home instructor’s guide. This is your teacher’s manual, with pacing guide, oral mental math exercises, and daily lessons. Textbook. You use the textbook (along with using hands-on manipulatives) to teach each concept to your child and have
her solve a few practice problems before working independently. Workbook. After the textbook, your child completes the corresponding section in the workbook. It usually takes about 10-15 minutes to present the lesson, with about 15-20 minutes for your child to work independently in the workbook. But this varies depending on the child and the
lesson, of course! Workbook lessons in the lower grades are shorter, and they gradually become longer as children get older. For your child to reap all the benefits of Singapore Math, you do need to actively teach each lesson and make sure you understand the math concepts yourself. The daily lessons provide a guide, but they are not scripted. You
may need to put some time into understanding the lessons and working through the way that Singapore presents the concepts, especially in the upper grades. Don’t worry if math wasn’t your best subject, though—you’ll likely learn a lot yourself as your work through the program, and the home instructor’s guides provide a great starting point. And, if
you’d like to dive deep into learning how to teach Singapore Math well, check out Math That Makes Sense: How to Teach Elementary Arithmetic. It’s my free, online, self-paced course for parents that teaches you everything you need to know to teach elementary math with confidence. How much does Singapore Math cost? Each year’s textbooks,
workbooks, and home instructor’s guides, cost approximately $85, depending on which edition you buy. (See below for a comparison of the different editions.) Only the workbook is consumable, so you can reuse the textbook and home instructor’s guide or resell them. You’ll also need manipulatives, since hands-on materials are so important for
teaching Singapore Math. You probably have most of what you need around the house (or in your Minimalist Math Manipulative Kit), but you may need to buy a few extra items. These are all listed in the Home Instructor’s Guides, so check there for the full list. So, should I buy Singapore Math or not? Singapore Math may be a great fit for you if: Your
child thinks logically and likes math presented in a clear, straight-forward way. Your child likes a mix of hands-on and paper-and-pencil learning. You’re willing to spend some time understanding the math yourself and teaching it to your child. You’re willing to buy manipulatives and use them to make the lessons concrete for your child. Your child
doesn’t need a ton of day-to-day review of math concepts. (Review is included at the end of each chapter, but not on a daily basis.) Singapore Math may not be the right choice if: You don’t have the time to teach a lesson to your child each day. You feel a little anxious about your own math skills and aren’t sure you’ll have time to preview the lessons.
Your child likes a lot of variety and will grow bored focusing on just one topic at a time. Your child needs a lot of regular review for math concepts to stick well. The thought of keeping track of manipulatives makes you break out in hives. Frequently Asked Questions about Singapore Math Is there a preschool Singapore Math book? The Primary Math
series doesn’t include a preschool book. If you’re planning to use Singapore Math for kindergarten, my Preschool Math at Home, will give you a year’s worth of simple, playful activities that will help your child build excellent number sense before beginning the kindergarten level. What manipulatives do I need for Singapore Math? Because hands-on
materials are so essential to the Singapore method, definitely plan ahead to make sure you have the manipulatives you need. Once you’ve bought the Home Instructor’s Guide, check the front for the full list of what you’ll need. (And don’t miss my Minimalist Guide to Math Manipulatives to learn how to put together a math manipulative kit with stuff
you already have around the house.) Which Singapore Math edition should I use for kindergarten? Singapore Math offers several different options for kindergarten. Essential Math. Black-and-white workbook with a suggested hands-on activity at the bottom of each page. A great value for only $11 per semester, but little guidance or hand-holding for
the parent, and no detailed lesson plans. Hands-on activities are the most important part of kindergarten math–not written work!–so don’t buy this unless you’re committed to doing the hands-on activities. Earlybird Standards Edition. Bright-colored, consumable textbook and workbook. A teacher’s guide is available, but it’s written towards a
classroom, so it requires some tweaks to use at home. There are teaching notes at the bottom of the textbook pages, so many parents skip the teacher’s guide entirely. If you go this route, make sure to add hands-on materials for acting out the situations in the textbook. Readers are available, but also not necessary. Earlybird Common Core Edition.
Very similar to the Standards Edition, but slightly less expensive. Meets Common Core standards. Dimensions Math Kindergarten. Singapore’s newest program offers a full kindergarten program. But, since it’s designed for classrooms–not homes–many parents may find the number of activity options per lesson overwhelming. You can read more about
it in my Dimensions Math review. As you can see, while I highly recommend the Primary Mathematics series from first grade onward, I don’t love the Singapore kindergarten programs. They all require either modifying an expensive teacher’s guide that’s geared toward classroom use, only using the textbook and workbook (which is not
developmentally-appropriate for most kindergartners), or coming up with your own hands-on activities. If you’d like a more hands-on kindergarten program before starting Singapore in first grade, consider my Kindergarten Math with Confidence or another of my favorite homeschool math programs. Most kindergarten programs cover roughly the
same material, so just about any formal kindergarten math program will prepare your child for the Primary Mathematics 1A. How does Singapore Math’s scope and sequence compare with American textbooks? Singapore Math presents some topics earlier than American textbooks, so it’s difficult to say exactly what the grade level equivalent is for
each book. For example, American textbooks usually have children master the multiplication facts in third grade. In Singapore Math, multiplication is introduced in 1st grade, and children master the multiplication facts by the end of 2nd grade. If you’re switching your child to Singapore Math, make sure to have him take a placement test to see which
book to start with. In my experience, it’s almost always better to go back and shore up the fundamentals rather than to push forward with a shaky foundation. Singapore Math Buying Guide Singapore Math offers several different editions of its homeschool math curriculum, as well as supplemental books. In this section, I’ll help you wade through all
the options so you can figure out the best choice for your homeschool. Step 1: Placement test If your older child is switching into Singapore, make sure to have him or her take the placement test. Singapore’s scope and sequence is quite a bit different than other programs, so it’s perfectly normal if your child places lower than her grade level. Step 2:
Choose an edition Parents have four different Singapore Math versions to choose from for grades 1-6. (See the FAQ above for details on kindergarten.) U.S. Edition Original adaptation of the Singaporean books, available for grades 1-6. Textbooks are in color through 2B, then two-tone after that. Includes cumulative review. Standards Edition Created
in 2007 to meet the then-current California standards, grades 1-5. All textbooks are in color. Includes cumulative review. (Note that the Home Instructor’s Guide is nearly identical to the U.S. edition. Some parents prefer using the Teacher’s Guide because it offers more scripted and detailed lessons, but the Teacher’s Guides are much more expensive
than Home Instructor’s Guides and have to be tweaked for home use. ) Common Core Edition Newest edition, created to meet Common Core standards, grades 1-5. All textbooks are in color. No cumulative review. These editions are also somewhat longer and more expensive. Dimensions Math Singapore’s newest program. You can read more about it
in my Dimensions Math review. I personally prefer (and have used) the U.S. Edition, because it’s time-tested, focuses on the most important concepts, and covers them thoroughly. Once you’ve chosen your edition, you’ll need the Home Instructor’s Guide (or Teacher’s Manual), Textbook, and Workbook for your child’s level, for both semesters. Step 3:
Choose supplemental books If you’re just beginning Singapore Math, I recommend putting all your energy into fully using the three main components of the program (home instructor’s guide, textbook, and workbook) before adding on any other components. But, if you feel your child needs extra work in a particular area, Singapore Math has extra
books to meet your child’s needs. corresponding to each level of the program. Enter your email below to download your printable guide to using Singapore Math. It includes more details on supplemental books for Singapore, plus advice on how to tackle word problems and mental math. If Singapore Math isn’t what you’re looking for, don’t
worry! There are many excellent homeschool math programs out there. Check out my curriculum page for reviews of my other favorite programs to help you find one that’s a good fit for your family. Updated May 2020. This is my honest opinion of the program; I was not paid or compensated in any way for the review. Some of the links in this post
may be affiliate links. If you buy an item through an affiliate link, I may receive a commission, at no additional cost to you. Please note that comments are closed on this post. If you have a question, you can contact me here.
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